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**Abstract**— In this paper, the transfer function theory is used to model the phase noise power spectral density in coupled optoelectronic oscillators. A resonator is placed into the model in order to take into account the quality factor (Q) enhancement due to the optical loop. The results of this model are then compared with experimental measurement results. The model is able to describe the phase noise spectrum shape and to give indications on the noise contributors, which helps in improving oscillator’s performance.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The important rise of advanced telecommunication and signal processing systems in the past decades has increased the necessity for high spectral purity microwave and millimeter wave oscillators. Frequency multiplication from highly stable sources, such as quartz sources, is limited by the increase of the noise floor, which is often prohibitive at millimeter wave frequencies. On the contrary, microwave-photonics techniques become very efficient to generate highly stable signals in this frequency range [1] [2] [3]. One of the most popular microwave photonics techniques is the optoelectronic oscillator (OEO) which uses optical storage energy elements to achieve high spectral purity [1] [3] [4] [5]. The best phase noise performance at 10 GHz has been achieved using a 16 km delay line [6]. However, an efficient spurious mode suppression technique has to be implemented in this type of OEOs, since the bandwidth of an RF filter is not narrow enough to suppress the unwanted modes. A solution to get high equivalent Q factor, compact size and low spurious modes is to replace the optical delay line by an optical resonator [3,4]. However, this approach requires to set up an optical locking approach between the laser and the resonator. If a positive gain element is included in the resonator, an optical oscillator can be realized and the laser source and the resonator become the same device. The first architecture of this type has been proposed at the end of the 1990’s [5]. In such a system, a mode-locked laser is coupled to a microwave oscillator (COEO) [7, 8, 9, 10]. The COEO behaves like a resonator based OEO, because the optical signal is going through an optical loop (which increases the effective Q factor) but with an optical source which is part of the system and which intimately depends on the RF signal it generates.


Various approaches can model the noise properties of a single loop optoelectronic oscillator. The case of the COEO is however more complex, because it involves a locking process between a mode locked laser and a microwave oscillator. An already published model is based on mode-locked laser theory and on a perturbation of the laser master equation [11], [12]. This approach gives an evaluation of the COEO noise versus the white noise sources involved in the system (shot and thermal noise) and different physical parameters of the mode-locked laser, such as the pulse width. However, this approach is complex and cannot take into account the phase noise contribution of colored frequency sources, such the ones due to the amplifiers (optical and RF) which are generally dominant in this system. There is therefore a strong interest for a phenomenological Leeson like model [13] such as the ones developed for classical optical delay lines oscillators [14].

The objective of this work is thus to present a simple model of this type for COEOS, based on transfer function and superposition theorem. In this approach, the two main noise contributors are the semiconductor optical amplifier and the RF amplifier.

II. THEORY AND PRIMARY TEST

The schematic diagram of the COEO proposed model is presented in Fig.2. We assume that the optical loop contains an optical amplifier (in our experimental case, a semiconductor amplifier, or SOA) and the RF loop contains an RF amplifier. These devices are characterized by the phase noise they add to
the signal in the RF domain: phase noise $\psi(t)$ for the SOA and $n(t)$ for the RF amplifier. In this figure, the black and violet lines present the optical and RF parts of the COEO, respectively. The output phase noise is presented by $\varphi(t)$ and the long and short optical delay lines are presented by $\tau_{d1}$ and $\tau_{d2}$, respectively. In this model the Mach-Zehnder modulator (MZM) is simplified to a sum operation with a coupling coefficient between the RF and optical inputs presented through a real constant $\alpha'$. This coefficient can be considered as the coupling coefficient between the two oscillators. The optical coupler is considered to be a 3 dB coupler. Two different scenarios are studied. Firstly, a model involving only delay lines is studied. It corresponds to the case of a dual loop OEO, already described in some papers [15]. Secondly, a resonator is placed into the optical loop in order to take into account the Q enhancement factor [16], which is due to the recirculating signal in the optical loop of the COEO.

A. Model without resonator

First, the RF amplifier phase noise is set to zero. The phase noise of the COEO can be written as follows:

$$\varphi(t) = \alpha' \varphi_1(t) + (1 - \alpha')\varphi_2(t) + \psi(t)$$  

(1)

where $\varphi_1(t)$ and $\varphi_2(t)$ can be written respectively in the frequency domain as $\Phi_1(S)$ and $\Phi_2(S)$ ($S$=j$\omega$ and $\omega$ is an angular frequency):

$$\Phi_1(S) = \alpha e^{-S\tau_{d1}}\Phi(S)$$  

(2)

$$\Phi_2(S) = (1 - \alpha)e^{-S\tau_{d2}}\Phi(S)$$  

(3)

where $\alpha$ is the coupling coefficient of the optical coupler.

Using (2) and (3) into Fourier transform of (1) and doing some calculations, one can get:

$$H_{Total\varphi}(S) = \frac{\Phi(S)}{\Psi(S)} = \frac{1}{1 - (\alpha\alpha'e^{-S\tau_{d1}} + (1 - \alpha)(1 - \alpha')e^{-S\tau_{d2}})}$$  

(4)

Equation (4) presents the transfer function of the output phase noise ($\Phi(S)$) with respect to the Fourier transform of the phase noise induced by the SOA ($\Psi(S)$).

In the next step, the SOA phase noise is set to zero and the transfer function of the output phase noise with respect to the RF phase noise ($N(S)$) is calculated ($H_{Totaln}$). In this case $\Phi_2(S)$ is rewritten as follows:

$$\Phi_2(S) = (1 - \alpha')(1 - \alpha)e^{-S\tau_{d2}}\Phi(S) + N(S)$$  

(5)

Replacing (5) into (1) and setting $\psi(t)$ to zero, one can calculate $H_{Totaln}$:

$$H_{Totaln}(S) = \frac{\Phi(S)}{N(S)} = \frac{1}{1 - \alpha'}$$  

(6)

In the last step, the output phase noise ($S_{\varphi}$) power spectral density (PSD) can be calculated by applying the superposition theorem (independent noise sources):

$$S_{\varphi} = S_{\varphi}[H_{Total\varphi}]^2 + S_n[H_{Totaln}]^2$$  

(7)

where $S_{\varphi}$ and $S_n$ are the PSDs of the SOA and RF amplifier phase noise, respectively.

B. Model with high Q resonator

In this section a high Q resonator is placed in the optical loop in order to take into account the Q enhancement factor. The resonator is placed in the optical loop before the MZM. The reason for selecting this position is that the resonator acts like a filter for the sidebands and it has an impact on the spurious peaks observed far from the carrier in the experiment. The transfer function of the resonator is presented in (8).

$$H_Q = \frac{1}{1 + 2j \frac{Q\omega}{\omega_0}}$$  

(8)

where $Q$ is the measured quality factor when the COEO is closed loop (see paragraph III), $\omega_0$ is the angular frequency of the RF loop and $\omega$ the offset from this angular frequency. Replacing $H_Q$ into the model and doing the same calculation as in part II.A, one can find $H_{Total\varphi}$ and $H_{Totaln}$.
\[ H_{Total_{\phi}}(S) = \frac{1}{1 - (\alpha \alpha' H_Q + (1 - \alpha)(1 - \alpha')e^{-S\tau_{d2}}) \quad (9) \]

\[ H_{Total_{\phi}}(S) = \frac{1 - \alpha'}{1 - (\alpha \alpha' H_Q + (1 - \alpha)(1 - \alpha')e^{-S\tau_{d2}})} \quad (10) \]

Replacing (9) and (10) into (7), one can find the phase noise PSD.

## III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The architecture of the COEO is presented in Fig. 1. In this figure the optical parts and the RF parts are shown by black lines and violet lines, respectively. In order to obtain a spectrum as broad as possible the SOA features an output saturation power of 16 dBm and a 30 dB small signal gain. A 2 nm broad optical filter is used to reduce the spontaneous emission of the SOA. In order to manage the dispersion of the system a dispersion compensating fiber (DCF) of 100 m combined with 400 m standard single mode fiber (SMF) is placed in optical delay line 1. The optical delay line (\(\tau_{d2}\)) consists of a 150 m single mode fiber. The second fibered delay before the 75 GHz bandwidth photodiode enables both the filtering of side modes through Vernier effect and the increase of the optoelectronic loop quality factor. A polarization controller is placed before the modulator to control the polarization of the light at the input of the 40 GHz bandwidth MZM. The RF beat note is amplified, filtered and sent back to the MZM using the RF feedback part which is shown by dashed line in Fig 3. The filter used in this work is a dielectric resonator centered at 10 GHz and features a quality factor of 2500. A phase shifter is used for adjustment of the loop delay.

The RF amplifier phase noise \(n(t)\) is measured with a residual phase noise test bench at the oscillation frequency, i.e. it is inserted between the two arms of an RF phase detector and the system is fed with a low AM and low FM noise RF source. The SOA microwave noise is measured in the same way. It is inserted in a short length (~1 m) optical link using a medium power laser, which is able to drive the amplifier in similar compression conditions as it will experience in the closed loop system. Then the residual phase noise of this link is measured. Therefore, \(\psi\) is a parameter which is not only linked to the SOA, but corresponds to the overall process of the conversion of the SOA noise into RF phase noise through the optical detection (SOA + photodiode system noise).

The RF equivalent Q factor due to the resonant behavior of the optical loop in the COEO is measured using a quasi-static phase perturbation approach. Firstly, the RF phase shifter tuning screw is calibrated on a vector network analyzer (VNA) and then this device is used to induce a small phase shift \(\Delta \phi\) in the RF path. The resulting shift \(\Delta f\) of the COEO frequency \(f\) is measured and the system RF Q factor is computed using the following formula:

\[ Q = \frac{f}{2 \Delta \phi/\Delta f} \quad (11) \]

With the above parameters for the COEO, the measured RF Q factor is as high as \(1.9 \times 10^6\) at 10 GHz (which clearly demonstrates the interest of the COEO approach, if the noise sources in this system can be minimized).

## IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The measured COEO phase noise is compared to the phase noise obtained with the proposed model for different scenarios depicted in Fig. 3. The grey bold curve presents the measured phase noise of the second loop (see Fig. 1, loop 2), or in other words, the single loop optoelectronic oscillator obtained when the resonant optical loop (mode-locked laser) is not activated. The measurement is performed using the same components and the optical source is a distributed feedback (DFB) laser with low amplitude noise (compared to the SOA AM noise). The obtained PSD is compared with the proposed model for the second loop by setting the coupling coefficient to zero for the first optical loop (\(\alpha' = 0\) for loop 1 in Fig. 1). By putting the coupling coefficient to zero for the first optical loop, the phase noise of the COEO is modeled just considering the optoelectronic loop which we call here as the free oscillator. The model result is presented by the green dashed curve and a very good agreement with the measured phase noise can be observed. In order to model the second oscillator (oscillation through the mode-locked laser or reference oscillator), one can set the coupling coefficient to 1 (\(\alpha' = 1\)). The obtained PSD is presented by the red curve in Fig. 3. The measured phase noise of the COEO is presented by the black bold curve and the PSDs obtained from the model for three different coupling coefficients are presented in this figure. As it is expected, the curves with higher coupling coefficient values are more similar to the reference oscillator while the curves with lower coupling coefficients are closer to the free oscillator phase noise. The
transition between the two oscillators can be seen in the presented curves for different coupling coefficients. One can notice that the locking bandwidth is a function of this coefficient as well. We need to mention that the Q factor that is used for the resonator in the model is constant and equal to the measured value of $1.9 \times 10^6$. The COEO phase noise in the $1/f$ region is mainly determined by the SOA phase noise. From the model, an improvement in phase noise performance is expected if a stronger coupling factor can be realized.

V. CONCLUSION

A simple model to describe the phase noise spectrum of coupled optoelectronic oscillators, based on transfer function and superposition theorem, is presented. The model is compared to the phase noise results obtained on a 10 GHz experiment. It helps in understanding the influence of the various noise contributors to the COEO phase noise, and thus to improve the system performance.
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